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INTRODUCTION

There have been successful six-week courses in

scientific Russian on the college level. It is the belief

of this writer that a meaningful course in scientific and

technical Russian can be offered in nine weekb on the high

school level for highly motivated science-oriented students.

There appears to be a fine opportunity for application

of the sound principles of individualized instruction, for,

this course deals with a skill slated mare to individual

work than team effort, -- the skill of translation.

The philosophical approach to this course must be one

which requires the audio-lingually oriented teacher to

become flexible. Reference skills are to bu taught with

minimum emphasis on total communication skills.

This teen is a valid experiment for the secondary

schools, requiring flexibility on the part of the teacher,

but offering individualized instruction in an area which

continues to grow -- that of translation of Russian

scientific and technical materials.
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COURSE DESCRIPTION

This quin is designed to teach basic terminology and

structure which will allow the student, with the help of a

good dictionary, to translate scientific material. It is

NOT a course for those interested in purely the spoken

language so much as a course for those who anticipate the

need of a reading knowledge of Russian.

Prior to this course, the learner must control the

sound rystem of the language, and be thoroughly familiar

with the printed alphabet. Successful completion of quin

course #7543.01 or the equivalent will be a prerequisite,

and any more advanced courses will contribute to the

success of the learner.



BROAD GOALS AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

given an article or passage in Russian from an area of

science or technology familiar to the learner, a dictionary

and a grammar summary or grammar text, the learner will

comprehend the intent of that article or passage.

1. This course is no designed as an oral language course,

therefore the skills of listening am: speaking are dealt

with minimally. Sixty per-cent accuracy in these areas

will aid the learner in learning future skills, but need

not be considered a prerequisite.

a. LISTENING: The learner according to his level

of maturity and achievement will identify

orally presented cognates by selecting

a, b, or c, as the correct orally presented

English equivalent.

b. SPEAKINGs The learner according to his level

of maturity and achievement will imitate

orally presented cognates or words from the

high-frequency list.

Oral reading too should be considered as an aid to

future learning and a sixty per-cent minimal accuracy

level will be sufficent.

Given a list of printed Russian scientific
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or technical cognates, or terms from the high

frequency word list, the learner will accurately

read six of each ten attempted.

3. Silent reading is the prime concern of the learner and

therefore, the teacher of this quin. A minimal seventy

to seventy-five per-cent accuracy level must be

achieved for successful completion of the course

objectivess the learner according to his level of

maturity and achievement

a. given a list of ten printed Russian scientific

or technical cognates, or words from the high

frequency word list, will accurately match seven

printed English equivalents.

b. given a list of ten unfamiliar printed Russian

terms, in their basic forms, and a dictionary

which includes those terms, will look up and

identify the English meaning of seven within

time allotede

c. given a sentence in Russian which expresses

statement of a familiar fact, and tom. for

reference, will answer English questions on

that sentence in English.

d. reading any fifty words from the high frequency

word list, will, at the end of this course,

identify at least thirty.

4. Structure of Russian plays an important part in

-2-
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filling gaps which occur between familiar content

and cognates. For success, a minimal seventy per-

cent accuracy level will be expected in the area of

structural understanding. The learner, according to

his level of maturity and achievement at the end of

this course,

air given ten words not in their basic forms (i.e.

other than nominative case, infinitive etc.), will

utilize his understanding of. structure to

recognize the term in ito basic form from a

printed list of these terms.

b. given a list of unfamiliar Russian terms, not

in their basic forms, will apply his understanding

of structure to convert the terms to their basic

forms and identifies them correctly in English

through a dictionary by properly translating

seven of ten.

c. given a sentence, paragraph or article (no more

than 250 words) in scientific or technical Rue-

sian, accurately will transcribe the material to

English. Accuracy levels are as follows

sentence - ninety per-cent; paragraph - seventy-

five per-cent; 250 word article - seventy per-cent.

5. Writing is another skill which requires minimal

treatment in this course. It should be limited to

the important ability to transcribe very accurately

- 3
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printed Russian into printed characters or to

Cyrillic script for reference usage.

The learner according to his level of maturity

and achievement will accurately transcribe

into either printed Russian or Cyrillic script

any printed Russian material with one-hundred

per-cent accuracy.

6. Attitudinally the learner should become aware of the

Russian scientific method and its sometimes dogmatic

rather than purely scientific approach. At the same

time, Russian and Soviet scientific achievement must

be recognized and appreciated if not in a cooperative

world-scientific sense, at least in a "formidable

opponant" sense.

Attitude toward the Russian language is generally easy

to predict for science-oriented students. The logic

of the language is appealing to the science-minded.

a. The student will learn to respect Russian and

Soviet scientific achievement without regard

for the social or political systems of the

achievers. Respect will be shown in reports or

discussionso

b. The learner will demonstrate a positive attitude

toward the Russian language by enrolling in

future courses and by independent research.



COURSE CONTENT

I. Pronunciation and Spelling Review (2 days)

Utilization of technical and scientific cognates to

A. achieve minimal spoken fluency.

B. assure proper sound letter correspondence.

C. begin familiarization of Russian endings for

scientific terminlogy.

II. General Introduction of Structure (3 days)

A. The noun-adjective system

B. The verb system

C. Word order

D. Use of the dictionary

E. High frequency words

BREAKDOWNS

A. The noun-adjective system(5 days)

1. nouns

a. gender and number

b. declensions

c. uses of cases

d. absence of articles

2. adjectives

3. omission of the verb "to be"

4. introduction of noun-adjective tables



B. The verb system - part one (5 days)

1. aspects and tenses

2. personal endings

3. conjugations

4. prefixes

5. subject pronouns

6. infinitive uses

The verb system - part two (5 days)

7. past tense

a. the conditional

b. infinitive if-clauses

8. participles

a. active and passive

b. adjectival and adverbial

c. verbal nouns

9. imperatives

10. reflexive verbs

O. Pronouns and word order (5 days)

1. pronouns

a. dual nature

b. personal and possessive

c. prefixes

d. interrogative and relative

e. demonstrative

- 6 -



2. word order

a. pronouns

b. object-- verb - subject

c. separation of related parts

D. Word building (5 days)

1. deriving

2. suffixes

3. prefixes

4. compounds

E. Numbers (2 days)

1. cardinal

2. ordinal

3. collective

4, punctuation

5. time and age

F. Application (remainder of course, 10-13 days)

1. details on nouns

2. details on prepositions

3. details on adjectives

4. details on verbs



EXPANSION OF MATERIALS

George Condoyannis in his preface to the text for this

quin suggests that it is designed to be used by science

students and scientists alike. His simplified explanations

suit it well to the bright high school student.

While oral Russian cannot be ignored in this course,

it is subordinate to the skill of reading. A minimum of time

should be spent correcting pronunciation unless the meaning

is totally lost in the weak pronunciation of an individual.

Such a weak student might profit from val.gallian.gamial.

Series , a Dade County Public Schools DIVISION OF INSTRUC-

TION publication( the series includes programmed materials

and tapes).

Dr. Condoyannis' exercises are self explanatory and

excellent. Students should be encouraged to purchase the

text, a dictionary and some form of abbreviated grammar

summary. If the text is not to be purchased by the students,

it is suggested that tables and charts be developed for

future reference.

In the latter part of this course there is time

alloted for "details." It is felt that by translating

actual passages of technical and scientific material, and

thus encountering problems, explanation becomes more

meaningful. To this end, the author suggests utilizing

selections to be found in the reference texts listed

- 8 -
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An example of the type exercise intended is offered as

an appendix to this outline.

The High Frequency Word List may be assignrd on a

daily memorization basis of approximately seven words

to complete mastery of the list in the first six weeks

of the course.

Drills to familiarize the students with endings

( ex. -mmeciusk ) may be handled orally at first, with the

students listening to the Russian and translating chorally

to Engilshs

EXAMPLE s Teacher -- thiosorameoxmg

Class -- "BIOLOGICAL"

Teacher -- ncxxosorsgeoxisti

Class -- PSYCHOLOGICAL

etc.

A typical class session might be structured in

this manners

Vocabulary drill on preassigned words - and quiz

Exercises dealing With new material

Remaining time to be spent in independent but

supervised study. Note that this is not a time for

the teacher to grade a stack of papers, but should be a

time for active assistance to pupils.
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SAMPLE EVALUATION

1. Listening and Speaking

a. You will hear ten Russian words. After each

you will hear three English words, a,b,and c.

Indicate which word is the meaning of the Russian

term.

1. KpaTep a. cracker

b. crater

c. radar

2. pusyc a. radius

b. radio

c. rod

3. casnapau a. centigram

b. telegram

c. sounding

4 gesasmosa a. celluloid

b. cellulose

c. cellular

b. Imitate these words orally

1. SEBBTOP

2. TepuomeTp

3 cas,stamessir

4 pyam

5. stspistaTop

etc.

-10-



2. Read the following list of words

1, eazyyz

2. xaToa

3. Rase

4. paAmo

5. TOMID

etc.

3. a. Match column one to column two

I II

1. aprammam a. one

2. BOXiaT b. galvanometer

3. raabBamomeTp c. organism

4. mac d. volt

5. opts e. hour

(list should contain ten each - Russian and English)

b. Look up meanings of these words within a time

limit of three minutes. Write the first meaning

in English you find in the dictionary.

1. TBUpAutt

2. cryitianca

3. paapemdmumg

4. cdammemme

5. macaomep

6. maramil

(maintain the ratio of two to one, or thirty

seconds per ward)
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c. Read this statement

mhz usaem, mfro gmcHopoA asameTcH camas

pacnpocrpaubsusum axemerrom Ha aemse.

1. About what elemen% is this' statement?

2. Where is it widely spread?

d. Identify these high frequency Russian words in

English

1. a 6. rosoHa

2. 653 7. Aymarb

30 a 8. cam

4. 'ITO 9, Tag

5, OngTb 10. CTO

( student should know thirty of fifty given)

4. a. Match the oblique forms at the left to their

basic forms at the rights

1 FIBERIOTCR a. raH

2. rims b. ra3ossitt

3eraaosux

4. aszeHsta

c. assemse

d. RBSgTbea

( at least ten per column)

b. Look up and identify these terrs which do not

appear in their basic forms

1.BoaAyxe

2. He KRA

3. CMOZHUX

4. cHo6AHom

(a time limit may be set - thirty seconds per word)

- 12 -
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c. Translate this pasEage

maccu Asyx Tex ApHHATO

OtatTaTb wantons 90,1114 OHM

ypassiosemasaDT.Apyr Apyra

as pumaxamx necax.

Transcribe this passage with 100% accuracys

Tax, maapamep, ecru macca

Tessa 2,5 sr, To sec ero

MOWL0 CREITEM passium 2,6

xr; Texo maccott B I0Or x seem.:

01(0,110 :00T.

6. a,b. One method for recording attitudes is a chart!

EXAMPLE

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

o V V
40 1,4 bp o rfi
cd 4.4 GS co 44 4.1.ZOO OZ

f De et 0 0 se 2

o
k 1.4

0 14

Smith, John 3/21 3/03 4/15 .4/28 3/30
Jones, Betty 3/24 4128
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rA31

KaMeHHWg yrosb -- 3T0 NUM X3 OCHOBUX NCTOMHXKOB 3Hel)

rxx B coBpemeHaog npomuniseHHocTx. HO nocTenessao OH yeTy-

naeT mecTo ra3y. raamma npomumseaHocTb paaBsoaeTca due-

Tpumx Temnamx. CTELAbHUe Tpy60nposoAu CBRUILMOT C raaoBumx

cxbaxxxamx Bcd 6osbmee Imes° ropoAoB.

flpxpoAHuit r,,3 H 1103ITHha4 raao xoTopuA soduBaloT npx

A0610se HOTTA, czymaT OMeHb BaRHUX cupbdm Asa npomaBoAcTBa

paassoodpaaauxo NM= mesosexy Bemel. ra3, Ao6uTuA Ka

3e1AHMX aeApo aamsmaeT Baxzettmes. mecTo B conameaaon xxmax.

HeAapom yam BO3H2A TepMHH raaoxamaa.

ra3 NCUOJIb3jeTCR B RPON3BOAOTBe R3OTHUX yAo6paHaft.

A3oTaue yAo6peaxa xa masa woos AemeBsso mem N3 yrs*.

OTgEr0 CBETHT ZAMA
2

W3BeCTHO AN BaM, UT° am6oA MeTELJAXMOCNNIt apeAmeT MO
xeT ARBeTb cBeT? AAR aToro avow Tosbxo noAepxaTb ere)
no, osbme B ono. B03bUXTe xeseamA npyT. HarpeBaacb B
ormeo OH EIOOTelleHHO aaxasaTbea AoxpaeHa.

EOAN du mu ew, dosbme aaxasmsx npyT, OH N3 TdXHO..
xpacaoro CT8A 6b1 BNXHUBUX, ROTOX OBeT20.XPeCHNN, ZUATUN

HascoHego &mum. Asa TOFO, nTodu zeseeaug npyT A0BeOTIA
Ao 6esoro xaseaxao ayxaa oneHb Bucoxaa TemnepaTypa - 1300
rpaxycoB.

m cBetial x asexTpageoxaao x raaoBaao x xepocassoBaa xxx
xaxaa-sx6o Apyraa sauna CBeTAT no ToA se npagaHeo 4TO x
xeseamuA npyT OT HeMeAXBeHMR.

B usameax cBega Tux sauna HOCRTCRI xax nusxaxx B cox-
Hemaom apse, pacxasenEue 'mamma yrsa. 06unao mu xx He
BMANN. OUR CTELHOBRTOR 3ameTaumx TOM'S() TorAao sorAa cBetta
HAM sauna KOUTRT. KOUOTb HRH HeLIPNRTHe. HO @CAN 6b1 BHYTPX
nsameHa He 6b1A0 MOUOTX, xecropeBmax IsacTxm yrsal TO He 6iAA0
x apxoro OBeTR. USAIR OUNPte, Hanpamepo B NOTOPOU HeT He
cropeBmax MROTNU yrza, He NOUTAT, 3RTO H cseTa UOMTN He ReeTo
3HURATI Bed sex° B aaxasdaHom yrxe. Ho yros MOZHO Haxasx-
BaTb H 6e3 naameaxo Hanpxmopo asexTpagecamm TONOU. TeX H
nocTynas xao6peTaTeab nepBOL asexTpxnecicog samnomxxo npo-
JVCTIMIng TON RePe3 HNTb HaxasaBassma. flpx npouyexassax Toxa
HHTb pacsasasacb Aodemso H samnomxa aatimaasa CBeTHTb.

1 Fudel, N., ed. WE READ RUSSIAN Foreign Languages
Publishing Houses Moscow i(no'date), p.110.

2 Ibid. p. 97.
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